LEVEL 4 CAMP, 23-27th APRIL 2012
CANBERRA TOUR

CAMPER CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT LIST

CLOTHING
- Sun hat or warm hat
- Water bottle
- Runners/sneakers
- Raincoat/warm jacket (it gets cold in Canberra)
- 2 x changes of WPPS school uniform (Parliament House & Anzac Service attendances)
- Warm jumpers (woollen or polar fleece are ideal)
- Tracksuit pants/long pants
- Long sleeve warm shirts or thermal tops
- T-shirts
- Pyjamas
- Changes of underwear and socks for each day plus extra

SLEEPING
- Motel provides all bedding

TOILETRIES
- Soap
- Toothbrush and toothpaste
- Shampoo
- Sunscreen

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
- Torch
- Camera (optional)
- Sunglasses (optional)
- Towel/s
- Large garbage bag for dirty/wet clothing

All personal items and baggage should be CLEARLY LABELLED WITH STUDENTS NAME.

MOBILE PHONE USE

I give my permission for my child ……………………………. of Grade …………………
to take their mobile phone on the Canberra Tour to use as a camera only.

Signature ……………………………………………………………
Parent/Guardian